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Abstract

Rationale: Despite effective treatments, a large proportion of
patients with asthma do not achieve sustained asthma control. The
“preventable” burden associated with lack of proper control is likely
taking a high toll at the personal and population level.

Objectives:We predicted the future excess health and economic
burden associated with uncontrolled asthma among American
adolescents and adults for the next 20 years.

Methods:We built a probabilistic model that linked state-specific
estimates of population growth, aging, asthma prevalence, and
asthma control levels. We conducted several meta-analyses to
estimate the adjusted differences in healthcare resource use, quality-
adjusted life years (QALYs), and productivity loss across control
levels. We projected, nationally and at the state level, total direct and
indirect (due to productivity loss) costs (in 2018 dollars) and QALYs
lost because of uncontrolled asthma from 2019 to 2038.

Measurements and Main Results: Total 20-year direct costs
associated with uncontrolled asthma are estimated to be $300.6
billion (95% confidence interval [CI], $190.1 billion–411.1 billion).
When indirect costs are added, total economic burden will be
$963.5 billion (95% CI, $664.1 billion–1,262.9 billion). American
adolescents and adults will lose an estimated 15.46 million (95% CI,
12.77 million–18.14 million) QALYs over this period because of
uncontrolled asthma. Across states, the average 20-year per capita
costs due to uncontrolled asthma ranged from $2,209 (Arkansas) to
$6,132 (Connecticut).

Conclusions:The burden of uncontrolled asthma is substantial and
will continue to grow. Given that a substantial fraction of this burden
is preventable, better adherence to evidence-informed asthma
management strategies by care providers and patients has the
potential to substantially reduce costs and improve quality of life.

Keywords: asthma; asthma control; costs; quality-adjusted life
years; forecasting

Asthma is a very common chronic disease
globally. The prevalence of asthma has
increased over the last decade in many
regions of the world (1). Despite the fact that

asthma imposes a substantial burden on
patients and healthcare systems, it has not
yet been identified as a healthcare priority in
many countries (1). In the United States,

there are approximately 26 million patients
with physician-diagnosed asthma (2).
Asthma cost the U.S. economy an estimated
$81.9 billion in 2013 alone (3).
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Conventional wisdom suggests
that asthma is not a curable disease.
Indeed, evidence indicates that airway
hyperresponsiveness and inflammation
persist in individuals whose asthma has
been dormant for many years (4).
Therefore, the contemporary asthma
management paradigm is based on
achieving symptom control and reducing
the risk of exacerbations (5). It is
widely accepted that through avoidance
of triggers and use of inhaled
antiinflammatory agents (namely inhaled
corticosteroids), asthma can be controlled
and exacerbation risk can be significantly
reduced in the majority of patients (6).
Achieving asthma control is associated

with improvement in quality of life,
reduction in medical costs, and better
work performance (7, 8). Unfortunately,
the reality of asthma care is highlighted
by poor adherence to treatments and
other disease management modalities
(e.g., avoidance of triggers), resulting in
a significant proportion of patients with
asthma experiencing suboptimal asthma
control (9).

A good understanding of the future
burden of diseases can support the search
for efficiency and equity in health care.
Many studies have estimated the total
burden of asthma in the United States
(1, 3, 10). However, given the focus of
contemporary asthma management is on
achieving asthma control, the relevant
figure of merit for policymaking and
prioritizing future research is the
added burden due to uncontrolled (vs.
controlled) asthma, rather than the burden
of asthma itself. In a small minority of
patients, achieving symptom control can
be difficult or out of reach (11). However,
given the availability and efficacy of
inexpensive management strategies to
control asthma in the majority of patients,
the excess burden between uncontrolled
and controlled asthma is largely
“preventable.” Such burden can be
considered as the maximum space
available for contemporary asthma
management strategies to reduce asthma
burden at the population level.
The resources required for interventions
and programs aimed at improving asthma
control can be juxtaposed against their
estimated impact on the burden of
suboptimal asthma control to evaluate
whether such programs are worth
implementing.

The purpose of the present study was
to document the current, and project the
future, preventable economic and health
burden associated with suboptimal asthma
control among the U.S. adolescent and adult
population for the next 20 years. We
answered the question “How much cost
could be saved, and quality of life could
be improved, if all adolescent and adult
patients with asthma in the United States
achieve symptom control in the next
20 years?”

Some of the results of this study
have been previously reported in the form
of a preprint (https://www.biorxiv.org/
content/10.1101/516740v1).

Methods

To enable projections, we reconciled
evidence frommultiple sources into a time-
in-state computer model of asthma. The
projection period was from 2019 to 2038
(20 yr). We adopted a societal perspective
in the primary analysis; thus, costs were
included no matter who had incurred
them. The analyses were performed for
the entire U.S. population >15 years of
age, as well as at the state level. We
defined asthma control according to the
score on the Asthma Control Test (ACT)
(12). ACT was used because major sources
of evidence for this study used this
instrument (13–19). This test classifies a
patient’s asthma status into poorly
controlled (score< 15), not well controlled
(score 16–19), and well controlled
(score 20–25). As the focus was on
achieving (well) controlled asthma, for
the main analysis, the outcomes of very
poorly controlled and not well controlled
were combined into one category
(henceforth referred to as “uncontrolled”).
The supplementary material provides
details of the methodology. Table 1
provides point estimates and probability
distribution assigned to each model
parameter.

Data Sources
We used the following six major sources
of evidence to populate the model.
Details of the estimated parameters and
methodologies are provided in online
supplement (Section 1).

1. Forecasts of population growth and
aging during the projection period,
nationally and for each state, were
derived from the National Population
Projections conducted by the Census
Bureau–Population Division (20, 21).
We used the midpoint of two sets of
national population projections based
on the 2010 Census for base case
estimates.

2. Estimates of the prevalence of asthma,
stratified by age and sex for each state,
were obtained from the Global Burden
of Disease studies in 2016 (22, 23).
These studies used the systematic
analysis of published literature and
other sources to estimate, using a
consistent methodology, the burden of
several health conditions, including
asthma (24).

At a Glance Commentary

Scientific Knowledge on the
Subject: With proper care, the
majority of asthma patients should
achieve asthma control. However,
studies have over and again
demonstrated that, owing to
suboptimal disease management, a
substantial fraction of patients with
asthma remain poorly controlled.
While previous studies have evaluated
the economic burden of asthma, to the
best of our knowledge, no study
previously evaluated the extra burden
of uncontrolled versus controlled
asthma at the population level.

What This Study Adds to the Field:
By using a computer model that
combined multiple sources of evidence,
this study estimated and projected
the economic and humanistic burden
of asthma among U.S. adults.
Uncontrolled asthma will cost the U.S.
economy an estimated $300 billion (in
2018 dollar values) in the next 20 years
in direct medical costs alone. This value
increases to an estimated $963 billion if
costs due to loss of work productivity
are included. The impact on quality of
life is projected to be equal to loss of
15.5 million years with full health.
These results demonstrate the extent to
which better adherence to evidence-
informed asthma management
strategies by care providers and
patients can reduce costs and improve
quality of life.
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3. Distribution of control levels in the
asthma population, stratified by sex and
age groups, were derived using
calibration techniques from a recent
study based on the U.S. National Health
and Wellness Survey between 2011 and
2013 (13). We estimated the sex- and
age-specific distribution of control levels

by solving the coefficients of a
multinomial logit equation (with
prevalence of asthma control levels as
the outcome, and sex and age as
independent variables), such that
the prevalence of asthma control
levels matched U.S. National Health
and Wellness Survey estimates

within sex and age groups (Table 1).
Details of calibration techniques are
provided in the online supplement
(Section 1.3).

4. Healthcare resource use and quality-
adjusted life year (QALY) differences
across control levels were based on
dedicated literature reviews and

Table 1. Input Parameters for the Model

Parameter
Point

Estimate
Probability
Distribution* Source

Forecast of U.S. population
growth and aging

— — U.S. National Population Projection (20, 21)
(see online supplement)

Prevalence of asthma in United
States across age, sex, and state

— — Global Burden of Disease studies (22, 23)
(see online supplement)

Association between asthma
control and age/sex†

Based on model calibration (see online
supplement)

OR for well controlled
(vs. very poorly controlled)

Age 1.09 Lognormal (0.08, 1.23) —
Sex 0.74 Lognormal (20.30, 1.32) —

OR for not well controlled
(vs. very poorly controlled)

Age 0.99 Lognormal (20.01, 1.28) —
Sex 1.10 Lognormal (0.09, 1.47) —

Pooled OR of outpatient visit,
uncontrolled (vs. well controlled)

1.86 Lognormal (0.62, 0.53) Meta-analysis (see test and online supplement)

Pooled OR of emergency visit,
uncontrolled (vs. well controlled)

1.44 Lognormal (0.36, 0.05) Meta-analysis (see test and online supplement)

Pooled OR of hospitalization,
uncontrolled (vs. well controlled)

1.54 Lognormal (0.43, 0.29) Meta-analysis (see test and online supplement)

Pooled OR of medication use,
uncontrolled (vs. well controlled)

1.58 Lognormal (0.45, 0.32) Meta-analysis (see test and online supplement)

Average excess direct medical costs
(per person-year),‡ uncontrolled
(vs. well controlled)

1,349 Normal (1,349, 480) Estimated through calibration, combining
distribution of asthma controls and resource
use ratios (above rows) with estimate of
overall costs of asthma (3)

Pooled mean difference of average
percentage of work time lost
due to asthma, uncontrolled
(vs. well controlled)

12.70% Lognormal (22.06, 3.3) Meta-analysis (see test and online supplement)

Average excess indirect medical costs
(productivity loss, per person-year),
uncontrolled (vs. well controlled)

3,350 Normal (3,350, 886) Estimated through calibration, combining
distribution of asthma controls and overall
work impairment (above row) with estimate
of average income (24)

Pooled mean difference of average
QALYs lost due to asthma,
uncontrolled (vs. well controlled)

0.07 Lognormal (22.65, 0.01) Meta-analysis (see test and online supplement)

Definition of abbreviations: OR=odds ratio; QALY=quality-adjusted life year.
*Normal (x, y): normal distribution with mean x and SD y; lognormal (x, y): lognormal distribution with mean x and SD y for the log-transformed values.
†We modeled probability of three levels of control in the model but pooled “very poorly controlled” and “not well controlled” into “uncontrolled group” in
order to report outcomes.
‡All costs are in 2018 U.S. dollars.
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meta-analyses (13–19, 25–27) (online
supplement, Section 1.4.1). We retrieved
all relevant U.S.-based studies that
assessed the adjusted association
between asthma control and healthcare
resource use (separately for healthcare
provider visits, emergency visits,
hospitalizations, and medication use),
time lost from work due to health, and
health-related quality of life. Studies
were included if they controlled for
potential confounding variables. There
was statistically significant heterogeneity
(at P= 0.10) for healthcare provider
visits; therefore, a random-effects model
was used to estimate the pooled adjusted
odd ratios (ORs) of the association
between asthma control and rate of
healthcare provider visits. For all other
outcomes, fixed-effects models were
used. Details of the meta-analyses are
provided in the online supplement
(Section 1.4).

5. We performed model calibration to
convert estimates of resource use to
direct costs. This method combines
the distribution of asthma control levels
in the population, ratio of resource use
between uncontrolled and controlled
asthma, and total direct costs of asthma
in the United States, to solve for the
costs of uncontrolled versus controlled
asthma. The first two components
were obtained as described above. For
total costs of asthma in the United
States, we relied on a recent large
study (n= 214,000) by the CDC (3).
This study used population-based
sampling to estimate the overall costs of
asthma. We solved for the costs of
uncontrolled and controlled asthma that
produced the desired ratio between the
two that matched the results of our
meta-analyses of resource use and
summed up to the total costs of asthma.
Details of this methodology are
provided in the online supplement
(Section 1.5).

6. To estimate the difference in
productivity loss (also referred to as
indirect costs: the monetary value of
time lost from work due to the health
condition) between uncontrolled and
controlled asthma, we obtained the sex-
and age-specific wages as reported by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (28). For
the youngest age group (15–19 yr), we
used the reported value for the 16- to
19-year-old age groups. These estimates

were combined with the pooled
estimates of differences in work time
lost because of asthma across control
levels to calculate the monetary value of
productivity loss due to uncontrolled
asthma.

Analysis
All projections were made for the 2019 to
2038 period. The primary projections were
made for the entire U.S. adolescent and
adult population. State-level projections
were provided as secondary results. In the
main analysis, we estimated undiscounted
total direct costs, indirect costs, and QALYs
lost attributable to uncontrolled asthma. In a
sensitivity analysis, we calculated outcomes
after applying a 3% annual discount rate
(29). All costs were adjusted to 2018 U.S.
dollars using historical inflation rates (30).
In another sensitivity analysis, we further
separated uncontrolled asthma into very
poorly controlled and not–well-controlled
asthma. For each of direct costs, indirect
costs, and QALYs lost, only two studies
reported on the adjusted differences across
such control levels; thus, this sensitivity
analysis was not based on pooled estimates
from the previously mentioned meta-
analysis.

Uncertainty was modeled by
assigning probability distributions to all
input parameters (e.g., on the basis of
the reported 95% confidence interval
[CI]) and was propagated to the
uncertainty in the projections using
Monte Carlo simulation: within each
simulation loop, we randomly drew
from the distribution of all model
parameters, performed model calibrations
as described above, and projected the
outcomes. Uncertainty was presented in
terms of 95% CIs around point estimates
of projections. A Web application was
developed as an accompanying tool
for this paper to enable fuller
exploration of results. It can be accessed
at http://resp.core.ubc.ca/ipress/
burdenofasthmainus.

Results

Systematic Review and Meta-analysis
of Resource Use across Control
Levels
We identified 10 studies that reported on the
adjusted differences in direct costs, indirect
costs, or QALYs lost across control levels in

the United States. Forest plots for adjusted
ORs and mean differences are shown in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. For healthcare
resource use, the pooled adjusted ORs in
the uncontrolled versus the controlled
group were as follows: 1.86 (95% CI,
1.34–2.38; five studies) for healthcare
provider visits, 1.44 (95% CI, 1.39–1.49; five
studies) for emergency room visits, 1.54
(95% CI, 1.25–1.80; three studies) for
asthma-related hospitalizations, and 1.58
(95% CI, 1.26–1.90; three studies) for
medication use (all P, 0.001). Combining
these ratios with the distribution of
control levels and overall costs of asthma
(as described in the online supplement,
Section 1.5), the estimated excess direct
costs associated with uncontrolled
versus controlled asthma were $1,349
(95% CI, $868–1,829) per patient-year. On
average, a person with uncontrolled asthma
lost an extra 12.7% of their work time
compared with a person with controlled
asthma (95% CI, 9.4–16.0%; P, 0.001;
three studies). Assuming 52 work
weeks in a year, this translates to a loss of
6.6 extra weeks of productivity loss per
year. Excess indirect costs between the two
groups were estimated to be $3,350
(95% CI, $2,464–4,236) per patient-year.
Finally, the pooled estimate of the
mean reduction in QALYs due to
uncontrolled (vs. controlled) asthma was
0.07 (95% CI, 0.06–0.09; P, 0.001; five
studies). Further details on these results
are provided in the Tables E4–E7
and Figure E1 in the online
supplement.

Projection of Burden of Suboptimal
Asthma Control
The size of the U.S. adolescent and
adult population was projected to increase by
11%, from 266.87 million in 2019 to 298.22
million in 2038. In 2019, there will
be 15.88 million adolescents and adults
with asthma in the country, which is expected
to increase to 17.65 million by 2038,
representing 10% growth; 62% of patients
with asthma will be women. During the
20-year projection window, in 175.32
million patient-years (52% of total
patient-years of asthma), asthma will be
uncontrolled. Total undiscounted direct costs
of asthma across all control levels combined
over 20 years are estimated to be $1,537
billion. The total undiscounted 20-year direct
costs, indirect costs, and QALYs lost
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Study Name

A
Healthcare Provider Visits

A.Williams 2009

H.Stanford 2010

W.Guilbert 2011

S.Gold 2012

J.Vietri 2014

Overall: Q=8.955, P=0.062

0.2 0.6 1.5

1

3.5 5.5 9
1.86

UncontrolledWell-Controlled

5,679 1.76 1.73 1.79

2,238 2.37 1.43 3.31

699 3.3 0.27 6.33

2,493 5.6 2.66 8.54

2,026 1.19 0.6 1.78

13,135 1.86 1.34 2.38

POP OR LCL UCL

Study Name

C
Hospitalization

A.William 2009

S.Gold 2012

J.Vietri 2014

Overall: Q=2.72 (P=0.321)

0.5 0.75

1

1.5 2
1.54

UncontrolledWell-Controlled

0 1.45 1.35 1.55

0 2.2 1.19 3.21

0 2.15 0.87 3.43

10,198 1.54 1.25 1.83

POP OR LCL UCL

Study Name

D
Medication use

K.Nguyen 2011

S.Gold 2012

H.S.Zahran 2015

Overall: Q=2.86 (P=0.239)

0.75 1.750.50.2

1

3.5 5
1.58

UncontrolledWell-Controlled

3,106 2.6 0.41 4.79

2,493 1.2 0.69 1.71

9,662 1.7 1.54 1.86

15,261 1.58 1.26 1.9

POP OR LCL UCL

Study Name

B
Emergency Vists

A.Williams 2009

K.Nguyen 2011

W.Guilbert 2011

S.Gold 2012

J.Vietri 2014

Overall: Q=3.612, P=0.461

–0.5 1.5

1

3.5 5.5 9
1.44
UncontrolledWell-Controlled

5,679 1.44 1.39 1.49

3,106 3.9 –0.46 8.26

699 11.3 –30.46 53.24

2,493 2.1 1.26 2.94

2,026 1.97 1.07 2.87

14,003 1.44 1.39 1.49

POP OR LCL UCL

Figure 1. Forest plots of adjusted odds ratio (OR) of (A) healthcare provider visits, (B) emergency department visits, (C) hospitalization, and (D) medication use
associated with uncontrolled versus controlled asthma. LCL= lower confidence level; POP=population; UCL=upper confidence level.
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associated with uncontrolled asthma within
sex and major age groups are provided in
Tables 2 and E8.

Direct costs. Trends of undiscounted
excess direct costs due to uncontrolled
asthma are shown in Figure 3A. In
2019, these costs are estimated to be
$14.62 billion; this value is estimated to
increase to $15.08 billion in 2028 and to
$15.23 billion in 2038, representing a 4.2%
growth during 20 years. Over this period,

total direct costs associated with
uncontrolled asthma are estimated to
be $300.65 billion (95% CI, $190.1
billion–411.1 billion).

Indirect costs. Figure 3B depicts the
projections for indirect costs associated
with uncontrolled asthma. These costs
are estimated to be $32.2 billion in 2019;
this value is estimated to increase to
$33.2 billion in 2028 and to $33.5 billion in
2038, corresponding to a 4.0% increase

over 20 years. Total excess indirect costs
associated with uncontrolled asthma
control are estimated to be $662.9 billion
(95% CI, $474 billion–851 billion) over
the 20 years.

QALYs lost. The total undiscounted
QALYs lost because of uncontrolled asthma
are estimated to be 752,230 in 2019,
increasing to 775,791 in 2028 and to 783,474
in 2038; this represents a 4.2% increase
during the next 20 years. Over the 20 years,

Study Name

A
Mean Difference of Overall Work Impairment (%)

A.Williams 2009

J.Vietri 2014

K.Lee 2017

Overall: Q=2.94 (P=0.239)

–5

1

21
12.7

UncontrolledWell-Controlled

10.81 8.67 12.95

15.5 10.42 20.58

18.86 6.85 30.87

12.7 9.4 15.9

OR LCL UCL

K.Lee 2017

G.Mansnaim 2018

M.Sadatsafavi 2015

Study Name

B
Mean Difference of QALYs Loss

A.William 2009

J.Vietri 2014

Overall: Q=19.35 (P=0.001)

–0.05 0.05 0.1

0

0.15
0.07

UncontrolledWell-Controlled

0.11 0.08 0.14

0.07 0.04 0.1

0.05 0.03 0.07

0.09 0.08 0.1

0.07 0.05 0.09

0.07 0.06 0.09

MD LCL UCL

Figure 2. Forest plots of adjusted mean difference of (A) overall productivity loss and (B) quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) lost between uncontrolled
and controlled asthma. LCL = lower confidence level; MD =mean difference; OR=odds ratio; UCL= upper confidence level.

Table 2. The Undiscounted Projected 20-Year Direct Costs, Indirect Costs, and Quality-Adjusted Life Years Lost Associated with
Suboptimal Control of Asthma within Sex Group

Sex
Excess Direct Costs (95% CI)

(Million $)*
Excess Indirect Costs (95% CI)

(Million $)*
Excess QALYs Lost (95% CI)

(Thousands)

F
15–30 yr 43.94 (27.74–60.14) 188.46 (77.47–139.49) 2,260 (1,865–2,655)
30–65 yr 91.12 (59.73–124.57) 227.87 (161.06–288.68) 4,686 (3,878–5,493)
.65 yr 29.67 (18.68–40.66) 24.62 (17.60–31.63) 1,526 (1,253–1,798)

M
15–30 yr 40.06 (25.15–54.96) 98.89 (70.12–127.66) 2,060 (1,685–2,436)
30–65 yr 75.96 (47.72–104.20) 187.50 (133.04–241.97) 3,907 (3,195–4,618)
.65 yr 19.88 (12.36–27.39) 18.54 (13.08–24.00) 1,022 (824–1,220)

Total 300.65 (190.14–411.16) 662.91 (474.02–851.8) 15,462 (12,778–18,146)

Definition of Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; QALY=quality-adjusted life year.
*All costs are in 2018 U.S. dollars.
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Figure 3. Trends of (A) undiscounted direct costs, (B) undiscounted indirect costs, and (C) quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) lost because of uncontrolled
(vs. controlled) asthma in the United States. Squares are point estimates and lines are 95% confidence intervals.
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patients with asthma will lose an estimated
15.46 million (95% CI, 12.77 million–18.14
million) QALYs because of uncontrolled

asthma. Trends of QALYs lost associated
with uncontrolled asthma are shown in
Figure 3C.

Sensitivity Analyses
When future values were discounted
at the rate of 3%, projections of the
burden of uncontrolled asthma changed
as follows: total costs decreased to
$210.4 billion (95% CI, $133 billion–287.7
billion), total indirect costs decreased to
$463.9 billion (95% CI, $331.7 billion–596.1
billion), and total QALYs lost decreased
to 10.82 million (95% CI, 8.94
million–12.70 million). An additional
analysis that separated uncontrolled
asthma into not well controlled and very
poorly controlled indicated that the latter
is responsible for an estimated 76% of
direct costs, 83% of indirect costs, and 77%
of the QALYs lost.

State-Level Analysis
Results of state-level analyses are
provided in Figure 4 and Table E9. To
facilitate comparisons, we divided the
total burden over the projected population
size for each state to estimate the
average projected “per capita” burden of
asthma over 20 years. On this metric,
Hawaii ranked the first in terms of the
direct per capita costs of suboptimal
asthma control ($1,401 over 20 yr), and
Connecticut ranked the first in terms of
indirect per capita costs ($4,771).
Arkansas had the lowest direct and indirect
per capita costs ($666 and $1,543,
respectively). In terms of combined direct
and indirect costs, Arkansas and
Connecticut had the lowest and highest
values, respectively ($2,209 and $6,132).
Iowa had the lowest per capita QALYs lost
(0.036 QALYs), and New York had the
highest values (0.061). South Dakota and
District of Columbia showed the largest and
smallest increase in per capita total direct
and indirect costs of uncontrolled asthma, at
8.74% and 6.94%, respectively, over
20 years.

Discussion

We predicted the overall burden of
uncontrolled asthma over the 2019 to 2038
period in the U.S. adolescent and adult
population, in total and across states, if no
paradigm shift occurs in contemporary
asthma management. Of the 175.3
million patient-years with asthma in the
next 20 years, 52% will be associated
with uncontrolled asthma. Total estimated
undiscounted direct costs of asthma, across all
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Figure 4. Average 20-year per capita estimates of (top) direct costs, (middle) indirect costs, and
(bottom) quality-adjusted life years lost associated with uncontrolled (vs. controlled) asthma for each
state (in 2018 U.S. dollars).
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levels of control, will be $1,537 billion during
this period; however, if all patients achieve
asthma control during the next 20 years,
$300.6 billion in direct costs can be saved. Our
results therefore indicate that around 20% of
direct costs of asthma can potentially be
prevented by achieving asthma control in this
population.When indirect costs are added, the
potentially preventable burden of asthma was
estimated to be $963.5 billion. In addition,
there will be $15.46 million QALYs lost
because of uncontrolled asthma over
this period.

Indeed, strategies and interventions
toward better asthma control are likely to be
associated with costs and are unlikely to result
in complete asthma control in all patients. As
such, these values can be seen as population-
based estimates of the maximum potential
return on investment from strategies that are
aimed at improving asthma control. Previous
research from the United States has repeatedly
showed that the prevalence of uncontrolled
asthma is remarkably higher than the
proportion of patients who fail to achieve
asthma control in clinical trials (13–15).
Multiple factors are considered as potential
culprits for such discrepancy. Such factors
include failure to avoid asthma triggers,
unacceptably low adherence to controlled
medication in patients with asthma (9),
inefficient uptake of inhaled medications due
to poor inhalation techniques (31), and
overreliance on reliever versus controller use
by both care providers and patients (32), to
name a few.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is
the first study that provides projections of
asthma burden due to suboptimal asthma
control. A 2005 study calculated burden of
uncontrolled asthma in amanaged care setting
in United States and reported an incremental
2-year mean total cost of $7,760 (in 2015 U.S.
dollars, equal to incremental 1-yr costs of
$4,873 in 2018 U.S. dollars) between
uncontrolled and controlled asthma (33). This
estimate is higher than our baseline estimate
($4,699), but nonetheless within the 95% CI
of our results. We have previously conducted
a similar analysis in the Canadian context
using a similar methodology (34). The
undiscounted direct and indirect costs
(in 2014 Canadian dollars [CAD$]) and
QALYs lost attributable to suboptimal asthma
control from 2014 to 2033 were, respectively,
CAD$24.40 billion, CAD$256.09 billion, and
1.82 million (34). Adjusting for difference in
the population sizes and currency exchange
rates, the corresponding per capita estimates

of these values are $523 (2018 U.S. dollars),
$5,489.9 (2018 U.S. dollars), and 0.048. The
loss of QALY was very similar between the
U.S. and the Canadian study (0.04%
different). On the other hand, higher per
capita estimate of direct costs for the United
States is likely due to the differences in
healthcare resource use and the unit costs of
medical services. As for the indirect costs, the
overall extent of productivity loss is
comparable between the two countries (5.07
h/wk in the United States vs. 4.10 h/wk in
Canada). However, the average weekly
income differs between the countries,
resulting in different estimates of costs due to
loss of productivity.

Nurmagambetov and colleagues (35)
projected the economic burden of asthma
in United States at the state level from 2015
to 2020. Total 5-year costs associated with
asthma ranged from $336.7 million in
District of Columbia to $26.3 billion in
California (2014 U.S. dollars) (35). The
corresponding 5-year per capita values
in 2018 U.S. dollars range from $521 in
District of Columbia to $1,106 in
Connecticut. In contrast to the above-
mentioned study which reported overall
burden of asthma, we reported the excess
burden due to suboptimal asthma control.
Nevertheless, state-level per capita
estimates of total asthma costs are also
obtainable from our model and are very
close to the estimates by Nurmagambetov
and colleagues (35). In the above-
mentioned study, Connecticut had the
highest per capita economic burden of
asthma over 5 years (35); our study also
highlights this state as having the highest per
capita costs of suboptimal asthma control
over 20 years. Similarly, District of Columbia
had the slowest increase rate in the indirect
costs in both studies. Outside North America,
our findings about the distribution of
asthma control are similar to the trends
observed in Europe. For example, we
reported that asthma was uncontrolled in
52.13% of patients in the United States, and
a similar value (56.5%) was recently reported
by a European study (36).

A major strength of our study is the use
of diverse sources of evidence (projection of
population growth and aging, prevalence of
asthma, distribution of asthma control levels,
estimates of resource use and direct and
indirect costs, and loss of quality of life across
control levels). Furthermore, the choice of the
analytical framework allowed us to translate
such evidence and associated uncertainties

into estimates of burden. We conducted
multiple systematic reviews and meta-
analyses to ensure our estimates of resource
use differences across control levels reflect
the best available evidence. The use of model
calibration techniques allowed us to estimate
parameters that were not obtainable directly
but were estimated such that they remained
compatible with evidence. For example, we
solved for cost values associated with control
levels that reflected the differences in
healthcare resource use of various types
between uncontrolled and controlled asthma,
in the meantime adding up to the reported
overall costs of asthma from a recent large
and representative study (3). The limitations
of this study should also be mentioned. Our
study assumes the overall prevalence of
asthma across sex and age groups will stay
the same during the projection period.
Although such a “default” assumption makes
sense for estimating baseline projections for
future burden of a disease, it is likely that the
contribution of many risk factors (e.g.,
environmental and occupational pollutions)
will change over this time, and the reported
ranges (i.e., 95% CIs) in our projections do
not reflect this source of uncertainty.
Similarly to risk factors, novel therapies will
arrive and guidelines and best-practice
recommendations will change, adding further
uncertainty to predictions that are not
captured in our results. In addition, the
quality of the projections cannot be higher
than the quality of the underlying evidence.
For example, the observed difference between
the burden of uncontrolled and controlled
asthma is likely to be confounded by many
factors, namely the severity of underlying
disease. As such, the estimate of the reduction
in burden once asthma control is achieved
relies on the extent original studies successfully
controlled confounding factors. Furthermore,
different studies have used different definitions
of asthma control (e.g., on the basis of cutoffs
on the ACT test or symptom control as defined
by the Global Initiative for Asthma). Although
we attempted to use a consistent definition
of control, the availability of evidence forced
us to relax this assumption at times. For
example, in estimating the association
between outcomes and controlled levels,
we considered other definitions of
asthma control, such as those put forth
by the Global Initiative for Asthma and
the National Asthma Education and
Prevention Program (8, 26, 27), to be
exchangeable with the definition on the basis
of ACT.
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Last but not least, our study did not
include the pediatric population. Important
differences in the definition of asthma and
asthma control between the pediatric and
adult populations, challenges in estimating
quality of life in children, and nuances of
evaluating healthcare resource and
productivity loss by caregivers demand a
significantly different methodology for such
a study.

Although estimating the overall burden
of a disease indeed has its own merits and
should be rigorously pursued, evaluating the
aspect of the burden that can realistically be

prevented can more directly inform
priorities in research, policy, and clinical
care. Our findings highlight the sizeable
potential for cost saving and improvement
in quality of life associated with better
asthma control. Research into improving
adherence to existing medications should
be put on an equal footing with
investments in novel asthma therapies.
Many of the effective asthma therapies
are now off patent, and research and
development in the private sector are
understandably shifted toward developing
novel therapies. However, healthcare

management organizations, patient
groups, governments, and society at
large will benefit from investing in
areas with proven capacities for
improving patient outcomes and
reducing costs. n
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